
PRODUCT CATALOG
PLUS SIZE



PLUS SIZES is a collection that combines the history and 

expertise of those who for generation have dressed 

women legs. Unique items designed and created  by 

skilled craftsmen who dedicated their lives to beauty 

and fashion.

Items developed without the unsightly back panel 

for a perfect fitting thanks to particular setups of the 

machines together with specific device.

Research and development departments are always 

looking for new construction and  fiber in order to 

offer always an updated product.

ARGOPI products are 100% MADE IN ITALY, products 

completely designed, manufactured and packed in 

Italy, to guarantee high quality standards!

ARGOPI stocking company, was born in 1975 in Castel 

Goffredo (Mantova), the most important  district of 

pantyhose and stocking in Italy and in Europe. In 

Castel Goffredo this sector focuses the heart of the 

production, research and product development. 

As well as the innovation processes involving yarn, 

machinery and services.



BASIC LINE

SHEER TIGHT 30 DEN
Sheer Smoothing 30 Denier VersatilityWorking great as skin tones, Sheer glamour, 
go from daytime formal to evening time special occasion.
New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally 
seen in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed 
to fit perfectly and look amazing.

• Top comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 85% Polyamide, 15% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

Black Illusion Powder Capucino

Berry Caramel XL

ART. 3001

SEMIOPAQUE TIGHT 50 DEN
Semi Opaque Tights, Super Soft, these 50 denier microfiber tights are warm enough to 
keep the chill at bay. Smooth fitting, will compliment any outfit, for work or evening.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen in 
plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit perfectly 
and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 87% Polyamide, 13% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

COLORS

Black F.Green Claret Chocolate

C.Blue

ART. 3002

SUPEROPAQUE TIGHT 90 DEN
Super Smoothing Opaque Coverage, Beautifully crafted luxury 90 denier 
microfiber tights, created to fit your body shape with comfort and style. Enough 
thickness to keep your legs warm, and still sleekly fit like a second skin.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen 
in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit 
perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS

Black Smoke Navy F.Green

Claret Mustard Purple Cerise

Risky Red Aqua Rust C.Blue

SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

SUPEROPAQUE TIGHT 120 DEN
Super Smoothing Opaque Coverage, Beautifully crafted luxury 120 denier 
microfiber tights, created to fit your body shape with comfort and style. Excellent 
thickness to keep your legs warm, and still sleekly fit like a second skin.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen 
in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit 
perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 88% Polyamide, 12% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 8/F - 9/G

Black

XL

ART. 3003

ART. 3005



BASIC LINE

SEMIOPAQUE TIGHT CONTROL TOP 50 DEN
Bums n Tums extra contouring and smoothing panty, for a sleeker look underneath 
clothing. The pressure is effective but comfortable in the panty part, for all day 
wear. 50 denier microfiber in the leg.

Great coverage and absolutely looks amazing for work - sophisticated chic, but 
with a snug embrace! New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly 
panel generally seen in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a 
product guaranteed to fit perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 83% Polyamide, 17% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

Black C.Blue

XL

ART. 3004
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PLUS SIZE CHART

EU 40 - 42 44 - 46 48 - 50 52 - 54 56 - 58 60 - 62

UK 12 - 14 16 - 18 20 - 22 24 - 26 28 - 30 32 - 36

US 8 - 10 12 - 14 16 - 18 20 - 22 24 - 26 28 - 32

TIGHT CIRCUMFERENCE 
(for HOLD UP)

51 - 69 cm
20.1" - 27.2"

60 - 78 cm
23.6" - 30.7"

68 - 81 cm
26.8" - 31.9"

72 - 85 cm
28.4" - 33.5"

HIP UP TO 99 - 103 cm 106 - 110 cm 117 - 122 cm 127 - 132 cm 137 - 143 cm 149 - 156 cm
39.0" - 40.5" 41.7" - 42.9" 46.0" - 48.0" 50.0" - 52.0" 54.0" - 56.2" 58.6" - 61.4"

HEIGHT

152 - 174 cm
5'0" - 5'7" 4/A 5/B 6/C 7/D 8/F 9/G

175 - 198 cm
5'8" - 6'5" 5/B 6/C 7/D 8/F 9/G

5/A-B 7/C-D 9/F-G

STAY-UP LINE

SHEER HOLD UP 30 DEN (LOW LACE)
Sheer Smoothing 30 Denier stay up, with chic lace band of 8cm. Inside two 
siliconed stripes to keep a perfect fit. Versatility Working great as skin tones, 
Sheer glamour, go from daytime formal to evening time special occasion.

• Reinforced toes.
• 88% Polyamide, 12% Elastane

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 8/F - 9/G

Black Illusion Powder

ART. 6001

SHEER HOLD UP 30 DEN (HIGH LACE)
Sheer Smoothing 30 Denier stay up, with chic lace high band of 15cm. Inside 
two siliconed stripes to keep a perfect fit. Versatility Working great as skin tones, 
Sheer glamour, go from daytime formal to evening time special occasion.

• Reinforced toes.
• 88% Polyamide, 12% Elastane

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 8/F - 9/G

Black Illusion Powder

ART. 6002



FASHION LINE

SHEER TIGHT 30 DEN WITH BACK LINE
Sheer Smoothing 30 Denier with a embroidered back seam. VersatilityWorking 
great as skin tones, Sheer glamour, go from daytime formal to evening time 
special occasion.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally 
seen in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed 
to fit perfectly and look amazing.

• Top comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 91% Polyamide, 9% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 8/F - 9/G

Black + Black back seams

Nude + Black back seams XL

ART. 4001

SHEER TIGHT 30 DEN WITH SHINY LUREX EFFECT
Sheer Fashion Smoothing tights 30 Denier, with colored lurex yarn. Sheer glamour, 
go from daytime formal to evening time special occasion.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally 
seen in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed 
to fit perfectly and look amazing.

• Top comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 77% Polyamide, 13% Elastane, 10% Poliestere & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 8/F - 9/G

Black + Silver

Black + Sky XL

ART. 4002

SHEER TIGHT 30 DEN WITH STARS PATTERN
Sheer Fashion Smoothing tights 30 Denier with a allover stars pattern. 
VersatilityWorking great as skin tones, Sheer glamour, go from daytime formal to 
evening time special occasion.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally 
seen in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed 
to fit perfectly and look amazing.

• Top comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 89% Polyamide, 11% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

ART. 4003

SHEER TIGHT 30 DEN WITH DOTS PATTERN
Sheer Fashion Smoothing tights 30 Denier with a allover dots patterns. 
VersatilityWorking great as skin tones, Sheer glamour, go from daytime formal to 
evening time special occasion.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally 
seen in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed 
to fit perfectly and look amazing.

• Top comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 89% Polyamide, 11% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

ART. 4004

Black + Black pattern

Nude + Black pattern

Black + Black pattern

Nude + Black pattern





FASHION LINE

SHEER TIGHT 30 DEN WITH ZEBRA PATTERN
Sheer Fashion Smoothing tights 30 Denier with a allover zebra patterns. 
VersatilityWorking great as skin tones, Sheer glamour, go from daytime formal to 
evening time special occasion.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally 
seen in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed 
to fit perfectly and look amazing.

• Top comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 91% Polyamide, 9% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

ART. 4005

Black + Black pattern

Nude + Black pattern

SHEER TIGHT 30 DEN WITH LEPOARD PATTERN
Sheer Fashion Smoothing tights 30 Denier with a allover leopard pattern. 
VersatilityWorking great as skin tones, Sheer glamour, go from daytime formal to 
evening time special occasion.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally 
seen in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed 
to fit perfectly and look amazing.

• Top comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 91% Polyamide, 9% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

ART. 4006

Black + Black pattern

Nude + Black pattern

Net stocking for 
suspender with 8 
holes each line.

COLORS

SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D

Black

ART. 4011

BIG FISHNET SUSPENDER STOCKING
Classic timeless 
fishnet tights with 
60 holes each line, 
with cotton gusset.

COLORS

SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 9/F-G

Black

XL

ART. 4007

CLASSIC NET FASHION TIGHT

COLORS

SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 9/F-G

Black

ART. 4008

LINES & CHEVRON
Net fashion tights lines and chevron 
pattern, with cotton gusset.

XL

COLORS

SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 9/F-G

Black

ART. 4009

GEO
Net fashion tights geo-circle
pattern.

XL

COLORS

SIZES
5/A-B - 7/C-D - 9/F-G

Black

ART. 4010

FLOREAL
Net fashion tights floreal pattern, 
with cotton gusset.

XL

NET FASHION TIGHT



RECYCLED LINE

SEMIOPAQUE RECYCLED TIGHT 50 DEN
Semi Opaque Tights, Super Soft, these 50 denier recycled microfiber tights are 
warm enough to keep the chill at bay. Smooth fitting, will compliment any outfit, 
for work or evening.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen 
in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit 
perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 89% Polyamide, 11% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS

Black Navy Smoke Acqua

ART. 5001

SEMIOPAQUE RECYCLED TIGHT 90 DEN
Super Smoothing Opaque Coverage, Beautifully crafted luxury 90 denier recycled 
microfiber tights, created to fit your body shape with comfort and style. Enough 
thickness to keep your legs warm, and still sleekly fit like a second skin.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen 
in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit 
perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS

ART. 5002

ANTICHAFING RECYCLED BODY SHORT 90 DEN
Hugely Popular Super Smoothing Opaque Body Shorts manufactured wiith recycled 
microfiber, Created to fit your body shape with extreme comfort and style, sleekly 
fitting like a second skin. Great as an under layer to prevent chaffing, for warmth, 
and for coverage without adding bulk under clothing. They are so much fun! 

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen 
in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit 
perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 93% Polyamide, 7% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

Black Nude

XL

ART. 5003

SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

Black Purple Cerise Navy

F.Green

SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

brandable

brandable

brandable

Q-NOVA® is an environmentally-sustainable nylon 6.6 fibre obtained from regenerated raw materials and which meets 
given traceability requirements. Q-NOVA® is made from waste materials could not have been reused in any other way 
and would have otherwise been disposed of as external waste. 



LEGGINGS LINE SHORT LINE

ANTICHAFING BODY SHORT 90 DEN
Hugely Popular Super Smoothing Opaque Body Shorts, Created to fit your body 
shape with extreme comfort and style, sleekly fitting like a second skin. Great as an 
under layer to prevent chaffing, for warmth, and for coverage without adding bulk 
under clothing. They are so much fun! 

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen in 
plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit perfectly 
and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS

Black Natural Cerise Aqua

Browne

SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

ART. 7001

ANTICHAFING BODY SHORT CONTROL TOP 90 DEN
An amazing addition to our ever popular range of body shorts. We have added 
control and shaping into the panty area, for effective bum and tum control.

The cozy control knit is like a snug embrace, and comfortable enough to wear all 
day long. The strengthening lycra knit will gently squeeze in the waist and sides 
to give a sleek and smooth look under clothes, and remain fresh and cool during 
spring and summer.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 89% Polyamide, 11% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
5/A-B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

Black C.Blue

XL

ART. 7002
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SUPEROPAQUE LEGGINGS 120 DEN
Super Smoothing Opaque Coverage, Beautifully crafted luxury 120 denier 
microfiber leggings, created to fit your body shape with comfort and style.

Excellent thickness to keep your legs warm, and still sleekly fit like a second skin.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen 
in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit 
perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 88% Polyamide, 12% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

Black

XL

ART. 6501

SUPEROPAQUE LEGGINGS 80 DEN
ANTICELLULITE FUNCTION
Super Smoothing Opaque Coverage, Beautifully crafted luxury 80 denier 
microfiber opaque leggings, created to fit your body shape with comfort and 
style. Excellent thickness to keep your legs warm, giving a help to reduce fat 
deposit and improves blood circulation. still sleekly fit like a second skin.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen 
in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit 
perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 92% Polyamide, 8% Elastane & hygienic cotton gusset

COLORS SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

Black

XL

ART. 6502
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EcoVeroTM is the new standard in eco-responsible viscose. Derived from certified renewable wood sources using an 
eco-responsible production process by meeting high environmental standards, EcoVeroTM fibers tailor to a sustainable 
lifestyle, contributing to a cleaner environment.

CASHMERE WARM TIGHT
Glamour smooth warm tights, manufactured with a prestige natural fiber: Cashmere. 
Superior thickness to keep your legs warm, and still sleekly fit like a second skin.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen 
in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit 
perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 4% elastan, 7% cashmere 29% Polyamide, 60% Viscose & gusset

SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

COLORS

Black Dark Grey
Melange

ART. 7501

brandable

NATURAL FIBER LINE

PLUS SIZE CHART

EU 40 - 42 44 - 46 48 - 50 52 - 54 56 - 58 60 - 62

UK 12 - 14 16 - 18 20 - 22 24 - 26 28 - 30 32 - 36

US 8 - 10 12 - 14 16 - 18 20 - 22 24 - 26 28 - 32

TIGHT CIRCUMFERENCE 
(for HOLD UP)

51 - 69 cm
20.1" - 27.2"

60 - 78 cm
23.6" - 30.7"

68 - 81 cm
26.8" - 31.9"

72 - 85 cm
28.4" - 33.5"

HIP UP TO 99 - 103 cm 106 - 110 cm 117 - 122 cm 127 - 132 cm 137 - 143 cm 149 - 156 cm
39.0" - 40.5" 41.7" - 42.9" 46.0" - 48.0" 50.0" - 52.0" 54.0" - 56.2" 58.6" - 61.4"

HEIGHT

152 - 174 cm
5'0" - 5'7" 4/A 5/B 6/C 7/D 8/F 9/G

175 - 198 cm
5'8" - 6'5" 5/B 6/C 7/D 8/F 9/G

5/A-B 7/C-D 9/F-G

CASHMERE WARM LEGGINGS
Glamour smooth warm leggings, manufactured with a prestige natural fiber: 
Cashmere. Superior thickness to keep your legs warm, and still sleekly fit like a 
second skin.

New innovative knit construction eliminating unsightly back panel generally seen 
in plus size tights; specialist technology resulting in a product guaranteed to fit 
perfectly and look amazing.

• 3D stretch; for comfort across the thighs and waist
• Flat seams, no roll, and invisible under clothing
• 4% elastan, 7% cashmere 29% Polyamide, 60% Viscose & gusset

SIZES
4/A - 5/B - 6/C - 7/D - 8/F - 9/G

XL

COLORS

Black Dark Grey
Melange

ART. 7502

brandable



CALZIFICIO ARGOPI SRL
Contrada Perosso Sotto 7/d
46042 Castel Goffredo (MN)
Italy

tel: +39 0376 770758
fax: +39 0376 779625

info@calzificioargopi.com
www.calzificioargopi.com

MADE IN ITALYMADE IN ITALY


